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PAUL CAMBY HITS BIG WITH MONSTER STACK WIN 

Recently turned Pro scores monumental, $100,150 payday and first gold ring. 

Another World Series of Poker Circuit series at Bicycle Casino in Los Angeles County kicked 
off last Sunday with Event #1: $400 No-Limit Hold’em Monster Stack. Three days later, Paul 
Camby was standing tall with a six-figure payday, his first gold ring, and a top hat to boot. 

Camby fired some $400 bullets in the early flights of Event #1. However, the starting stack 
that got it done for him stemmed from a $2,400 bullet into Day 2. 

The 46-year-old only recently began frequenting the world of tournament poker and 
fittingly enough made his official start at the earlier Bike Circuit in December. 

“I started December 1st, here at the Bicycle. Before that, I probably played in five 
tournaments over a decade-long period,” said Camby. “I always thought ‘okay, maybe I can 
do poker because my skillset kind of fits that well,’” he continued. 

The California resident is a business owner. However, following the conclusion of a long-
term relationship, Camby decided to leap into the lifestyle change. 

“I decided to start playing poker, give it a 90-day period of trying it out, see how I do,” 
explained Camby. “I actually cashed for $70,000, or so, in January and February. So, it’s 
confirmed that I can make money doing this. And so, now I’m becoming a Professional 
Poker Player.” 



 

 

In just a short period of time, Camby raked up a solid stat sheet, including two deep runs in 
Circuit Main Events, one at Thunder Valley and the other at the Rio Circuit. And now, a 
monumental win at the Bike more than validates his declaration to play poker for a living. 

Since beginning his poker career, Camby vowed to implement a certain tradition, which has 
surfaced during his current hot streak and appeared again in Event #1. 

“About three years ago, I did the Abraham Lincoln for Halloween and it was amazing how 
well it fit… so it just kind of became a thing,” clarified Camby. “Before actually coming in 
December, I made the decision: every final table I get to that has a $100,000 guarantee or 
better I’ll do the Abraham Lincoln, and this is now the third showing.” 

When the unofficial table was forming, players were moving chips, moving seats, and filling 
out bio sheets, but Camby was nowhere in sight. Once everyone else was settled, the 
tournament staff proceeded to unpause the clock and get cards in the air. 

Following the first pot of ten-handed (effectively nine-handed) play, Camby strolled back 
into the tournament area dressed as Honest Abe himself, top hat and all. From there, the 
rest was history. 

Camby went on to reach three-handed action. He scored a huge double up through Mark 
Hamilton and never looked back. Along with a debut gold ring, the Lincoln-esque poker 
player bagged $100,150, which equates to 20,030 five-dollar bills, and/or 10,015,000 
pennies. 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Paul Camby 
Nationality:  USA 
Current Residence:   Guerneville, Calif. 
 

Age:     46 
Occupation:  Poker Pro 

WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0
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